musica brasilis

Collection of 6282 free sheet music
Download PDF Brazilian music scores

composers

Discover the leading Brazilian composers of all times and genres and access free scores in PDF format.

https://musicabrasilis.com
Editing a music score

musical manuscript
difficult reading

practical edition -> performance
separate parts for each instrument

music notation software
Culture at the heart of Sustainable Development

SDG 11.4
Strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the world's cultural heritage

Digital heritage → access → conservation → preservation → reuse
Best practices: FAIR principles

**Findable**
- standard descriptions
- persistent identifiers

**Accessible**
- trusted repositories
- digital preservation

**Interoperable**
- metadata interchange
- Linked Open Data (LOD)

**Reusable**
- CC-BY license
- Provenance
Wikidata: a solution

- Platform for LOD & FAIR
- metadata “hub”
- BnF, British Library, LoC
- IDs conciliation
- VIAF, ISNI, LoC, BnF, …
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